


Middle School Literacy? What’s that? 
Reading for a Purpose
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What do you know about middle school literacy?

Answer in Padlet: https://padlet.com/natalieclare116/f67lifefc3m8a8tn 

Do Now

https://padlet.com/natalieclare116/f67lifefc3m8a8tn
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Objective

★ I can define what literacy means in the middle grades.

★ I can implement the practice of reading for a purpose to build literacy skills inside my 
content area classroom. 
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Agenda

★ Literacy in Middle School

★ Impact of Setting a Purpose in Reading

★ How to Set a Purpose

★ Application of Setting a Purpose

★ Closure 
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Literacy in Middle School
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Literacy in Middle School

★ Literacy is more than just reading. 

★ Our goal is to improve speaking, listening, reading and writing in all of our content areas 
in the middle grades.

★ Consider the opportunities presented in your curriculum to highlight different areas of 
the rope.

★ Engage all students in the classroom in all aspects of literacy.
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The Why

★ 66 percent of 8th grade students fall below the proficient level in their ability to 

comprehend the meaning of text at their grade level. 

★ Students need to extract information and meaning from  content area texts. 

★ Reading ability is a key predictor of achievement in mathematics and science.

★ Students need literacy support in accessing the information so that they can become 

proficient within their disciplines. 
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Setting a Purpose for Reading 

★ Allows students to extract the most important information

★ Gets students in the habit of looking for the purpose

★ “The practice of reading for a purpose is a powerful one. It motivates children who 
might otherwise overlook the value of reading the text. It also provides a gentle push for 
readers who read too quickly over material and who might otherwise skip over key 
messages in the story. Reading for a purpose can keep kids engaged and focused 
throughout the guided reading lesson” (Hebert, 2007)
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How to Set a Purpose

★ There are always 2 purposes to reading: 
○ comprehending the text itself
○ the stated purpose for the assignment

★ Determine your focus standard for the day (goal of your lesson)
★ Pre-read your text to determine the most important information and where it is located.

○ write questions in the margins to ensure students extract the essential information
○ plan for discussion around essential information
○ make sure to locate the evidence of your focus standard as well 
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Purposes within the Content Areas

ELA Science

● theme
● main idea
● characterization
● development of theme/central idea
● dialogue that propels action

● what the data conveys
● implications of data
● compare and contrast
● cause and effect
● problem/solution

Social Studies Math

● cause and/or effect
● impact of …
● sequence of events
● compare and contrast 

● what the data conveys
● implications of data
● identify the correct operation
● identify essential information for solving 

*This is not an exhaustive list



Putting it into Action 
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Criteria for Notes/Annotations  

★ answers all parts of the essential question

★ strong evidence identified to support the answer

★ notes other information essential to understanding the text 

★ evidence of standard being covered

★ shows the thinking behind why this is essential 
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ELA Model
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ELA Model
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ELA Model
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ELA Model
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Social Studies Model
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Social Studies Model
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Science Model
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Science Model
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Science Model
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Science Model
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Science Model
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Apply the New Learning

★ If you have access to your planning materials, feel free to look up one of your first 
lessons and practice planning for reading for a purpose.

★ If you do not have access to planning materials or your role is not classroom teacher, 
raise your hand for a sample lesson plan and text to practice planning. 
○ Lesson 1: Flowers for Algernon
○ “Prometheus”

★ Remember to:
○ Define what the standard and purpose is for reading that day
○ Consider an essential question that could be used to guide the students.
○ Annotate for that question, as well as other essential information in the text. 
○ Be sure to communicate your thinking through notes in the margins. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dp3mfWN7hD1R40X2AxJvaW-lJOsmesOFBFgqYamQSRg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YG3jN01iwdq_CtVMnfBDLgUja_QiLKI2_QrPoAIMf_M/edit?usp=sharing
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Evaluate

★ What do you expect to change in student work as a result of this practice?

★ How will you help this practice transfer to student thinking so that they read with a 
purpose on their own?
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